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Abstract

The conformations of organometallic polymers formed via the bottom-up assembly of monomer

units on a metal surface are investigated, and the relationship between the adsorption geometry

of the individual monomer units, the conformational structure of the chain, and the overall shape

of the polymer is explored. Iodine-functionalized monomer units deposited onto a Au(111)

substrate are found to form linear chain structures, where each monomer is linked to its

neighbors via an Au adatom. Lateral manipulation of the linear chains using a scanning tunneling

microscope allows the structure of the chain to be converted from a linear geometry to a curved

one, and it is shown that a transformation of the overall shape of the chain is coupled to a

conformational re-arrangement of the chain structure as well as a change in the adsorption

geometry of the monomer units within the chain. The observed conformational structure of the

curved chain is well ordered and distinct from that of the linear chains. The structures of both the

linear and curved chains are investigated by a combination of scanning tunneling microscopy

measurements and theoretical calculations.
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Introduction

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) can be used to both image and manipulate individual

atoms1–4 and molecules5–13 which are confined on a substrate held under ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) conditions. The manipulation of rigid molecules has previously been studied, and has

allowed molecular motions such as pushing, pulling, hopping, and rolling modes to be

investigated.3,9,10 Moreover, the study of conformational changes within single molecules has

revealed insight into their internal flexibility and mobility.11–13 However, the single-molecule

manipulation of more complex structures, i.e. with more conformational flexibility, is less well

studied, for example the bending of chains on a surface.14–17 This is mainly due to the difficulties

in depositing such large molecules on surfaces in a clean and intact fashion,18 and hence

alternative strategies such as the on-surface formation of organometallic19–21 or covalently

bonded structures22 are utilized. Although the adsorption geometry of monomers within a Cu-

coordinated polymer has been studied,23 no details of the manipulation of the conformational

structure of a molecular chain or the interaction between the conformation of the chain and its

overall shape has been reported upon. Here we investigate the structure and conformations of a

flexible self-assembled molecular chain formed from metal organic linkages between gold atoms

and precursor monomer units. The structures are formed in situ by an on-surface chemical

reaction leading to the formation of molecular chains that show a correlation between the

adsorption geometry of the individual monomer units and the conformation and large-scale

structure of the chain. The low-temperature STM (LT-STM) results presented here demonstrate

that it is possible to mechanically induce a transition of a molecular chain from a linear to a

curved structure with the STM tip and that such as transition has an effect on the conformational

structure of the chains.
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Experimental Details and Calculation Methods

Synthesis of 2',5'-diiodo-3,3'',5,5''-tetramethyl-1,1':4',1''-terphenyl (I2TMTP): The monomer

was prepared by the reaction of 1,4-dibromo-2,5-diiodobenzene with (3,5-

dimethylphenyl)magnesium bromide, and quenching of the di-Grignard intermediate with iodine,

according to a procedure similar to a previous study.24 A solution of 1,4-dibromo-2,5-

diiodobenzene (500 mg; 1.025 mmol) in 4 mL of dry THF was added slowly over 30 min to a

solution of xylene magnesium bromide (C= 0.5 M in THF; 4.10 mmol), with the resulting

mixture being stirred for an additional 2 h at room temperature. The reaction mixture was then

cooled to 10°C, 5.1 g (20 mmol) of iodine were added, and the mixture was stirred at 10°C for 1

h. It was then quenched with ice-water and extracted with DCM, and the organic layer was dried

and evaporated under reduced pressure. HPLC led to the final compound as a white solid (90

mg; 16 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ =2.39 (s; 12H; CH3); 6.98 (s; 4H; Har); 7.05 (s; 4H;

Har); 7.83 (s; 2H; Har).

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments were performed under ultrahigh vacuum

(UHV) conditions (base pressure 10-10 mbar), with a separate chamber (base pressure 10-9 mbar)

used for the preparation of the sample. An Au(111) sample (MaTeck Gmbh) was cleaned by

argon ion sputtering (2 keV, Isample = ~4.5 μA, PAr = ~5×10-6 mbar, 25 minutes) and subsequent

annealing at ~400 ºC for 10 minutes. STM images were obtained at temperatures of about 6K

with a modified Omicron LT-STM (with Nanonis Electronics). The STM was operated in

constant current mode and electrochemically etched tungsten tips were used, which were

probably covered with gold from many routine indentations into the surface for tip optimization.

I2TMTP was deposited from a Knudsen-cell type evaporator (Kentax GmbH) at about 120 ºC.
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The energies and optimised geometries for the molecular structures were obtained by force-

field based molecular mechanics (MM) and dynamics (MD) calculations, which were performed

within the DL_POLY code.25,26 The parameters for intramolecular interactions were taken from

the DREIDING generic force field,27 and the Sutton and Chen potential28 was used to

parameterize the interactions between the gold atoms. The interactions between the I2TMTP

oligomers and the surface were described using parameters derived by Johnston and

Harmandaris.29 The parameters for describing organometallic bonds were adapted from the

DREIDING model with the equilibrium bond length, bond angles and torsional angles being

obtained from DFT calculations (see Supplementary Information for details). The optimised

structures were obtained by implementing a simulated annealing process with a MD simulation

performed at 300 K for 1 ns, and then quenched to obtain the energy-minimized structures. The

barriers between local minima were calculated using constrained minimization (at least one

degree of freedom of an atom in the molecule is kept fixed, with all other degrees of freedom

allowed to relax) and the nudged elastic band method.30

The calculated STM images were produced using the elastic scattering quantum chemistry

(ESQC) technique.31,32 Full details are given in the Supplementary Information. The ESQC code

has demonstrated its efficiency, and reliability, to perform accurate STM image calculations of

various chemical systems, ranging from atoms33 to large molecules.34 In this method the

transmission coefficient of electrons moving through the STM junction is calculated, and by

using the Landauer formula35 the tunneling current is obtained. The atoms in the junction were

described by taking into account their full valence structure.
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Results and Discussion

The monomer unit studied here is I2TMTP (2',5'-diiodo-3,3'',5,5''-tetramethyl-1,1':4',1''-

terphenyl; structure shown in Figure 1a), which consists of a flexible p-terphenyl backbone with

the two terminal aryl rings functionalized with two methyl groups at the meta positions, and two

iodine atoms on the central aryl ring. The carbon-iodine bond within an organic molecule is

known to dissociate upon adsorption on Au, Ag, and Cu surfaces at room temperature as has

been shown for various molecules.15,36–38 This leads in general to a second reaction step, the

intermolecular Ullmann carbon-carbon coupling.15,16,22,36,39–45

Here, our initial aim was to utilize an on-surface chemical reaction to produce covalently

bonded linear polymers. In order to characterize the structure of the unreacted monomer units,

the I2TMTP molecule was deposited onto an Au(111) sample held at a temperature of

approximately 30K with the C-I bond expected to remain intact upon molecular adsorption, due

to the low temperature.15 The sample was then transferred to the LT-STM for analysis (during

the transfer the maximum temperature of the sample is expected to stay below 45K). A typical

image of the resulting surface is shown in Figure 1b where 4 ‘bow-tie’ like features, attributed to

the monomer species, are highlighted by green dashed ellipses. The structure of the molecule

consists of two slightly offset bright white lobes in the centre of each molecule and two roughly

triangular features at the ends of the long-axis of the molecule. Note that the I2TMTP molecule

in the centre of the image (in Figure 1b) appears in a discontinuous fashion, assigned to

molecular motion induced by the tip during scanning (due to the much smaller time scales of the

motion as compared to those of the scanning procedure that are in the range of seconds and

minutes).
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Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the I2TMTP molecule. STM images of (b) the Au(111) surface after

deposition of I2TMTP (surface cooled to ~30K during deposition, Vtip-bias=-100 mV, Itunnel=100 pA) and (c) a

single I2TMTP molecule with the position of two line-profiles indicated (Vtip-bias=-500 mV, Itunnel=100 pA).

(d) Two line-profiles showing the peak-to-peak separation between the iodine atoms and the FWHM

length of the molecule. (e) ESQC calculated STM image of a single I2TMTP molecule adsorbed on the

Au(111) surface. (f) Line profiles from (e) showing the calculated iodine-iodine separation and the FWHM

length of the calculated molecule.

A close-up STM image of a monomer (Figure 1c) shows in more detail the positions of the two

bright lobes. Line-profiles across the molecule (Figure 1d) reveal that the separation between the

two bright protrusions within the I2TMTP molecule is 6.6±0.4Å (averaged over many

molecules), and that the length of the molecule (determined from the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) of the height profile) is 15.2±0.8Å. Both values agree well with the theoretical values
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of 6.5Å and 14.7Å obtained from a combination of density functional theory (DFT) geometry

optimization and calculated STM images (shown in Figures 1e and 1f: The calculated STM

images were produced using the ESQC technique31). This demonstrates that the bright

protrusions can be directly attributed to the iodine atoms as part of the molecular structure, and

that both of the C-I bonds are, as expected, intact after deposition of the molecule as the catalytic

activity is suppressed on the cold surface. The symmetric appearance of the molecule indicates

that it is lying flat on the Au(111) surface with both of the dimethyl-aryl rings lying parallel to

the surface plane. The apparent height of the flat lying dimethyl-aryl rings is measured to be

0.8±0.3Å, and the apparent height of the iodine atoms is found to be 1.1±0.3Å.

Depositing I2TMTP onto a Au(111) surface held at room temperature, followed by subsequent

annealing at 120oC for 10 min, leads to a different result. Linear chains are formed (Figure 2a),

which are observed to run along the close-packed <1 1 0> directions of the surface and disrupt

the underlying herringbone reconstruction,46 pointing to a relatively strong molecule-surface

interaction. This is in contrast to similar experiments involving the on-surface synthesis of

molecular architectures using Br functionalized moieties where the reconstruction is still

present.16,42,43 Figure 2b shows a close-up of a linear chain with several features indicated (A-C).

A are identified from their nearest neighbor separation (approximately 5.0Å; see Figure S14) as

iodine atoms which, as expected, have dissociated from the monomer unit due to the catalytic

activity of the surface.15,36 These atoms are free to diffuse at the annealing temperature of 120oC,

as evidenced by the formation of close-packed islands with dimensions identical to those

observed by Huang et al. for the low coverage (√3×√3)R30o structure of iodine deposited on

Au(111)47 (see Supplementary Information for extended discussion). The apparent height of the

iodine features is measured to be 1.2±0.1Å.
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Figure 2. (a) STM image of the Au(111) surface with self-assembled chains of TMTP monomers:

deposition with the sample held at RT, followed by annealing at 120
o
C for 10 min. Arrows indicate regions

of disrupted herringbone reconstruction (Vtip-bias=-1000 mV, Itunnel=10 nA). (b) STM image showing a close-

up of a linear TMTP chain (Vtip-bias= +50 mV, Itunnel= 300 pA). Several features are indicated; A – iodine

adatoms, B – bright feature of a TMTP monomer, C – dark feature of a TMTP monomer. (c) STM image

showing the highly periodic internal structure of a linear TMTP chain on the Au(111) surface (Vtip-bias=-

1000 mV, Itunnel=10 nA). (d) Schematic diagram highlighting the periodicity of the bright features within the

linear TMTP chain. The dimensions for the periodicity (
ExpL0 ) and the three distances between the bright

features (
ExpL1 , ExpL2 , and ExpL3 ) are indicated. (e) Molecular mechanics (MM) simulation of a linear TMTP

chain. The dimensions for the periodicity (
CalcL0 ) and the three distances between the terminal methyl

groups (
CalcL1 , CalcL2 , and CalcL3 ) are indicated. (f) ESQC calculated STM image of the linear TMTP chain

from the calculated structure shown in (e). (g) STM image showing a linear TMTP chain (Vtip-bias= -100

mV, Itunnel= 100 pA).
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For the low temperatures at which the STM images are acquired the iodine atoms are not

diffusing and are found at elbow sites on the herringbone reconstruction, or form close-packed

structures close to molecular chains. In addition, two well-defined features can be identified

along the length of the linear chains; these are the bright protrusions (B) and the darker features

(C). Their apparent heights (2.4±0.2Å and 1.4±0.1Å for B and C, respectively) are found to be

independent of their position along the chain. An important characteristic is that the bright

features, B, form a highly regular structure with pairs of bright lobes alternating along opposite

sides of the long axis of the chain (Figure 2c). The experimentally measured periodicity, ExpL0 , of

this structure is measured to be 28±1Å, which is surprisingly large compared to the small

separation between the monomer units (4.6Å for a covalently bonded chain – see below). Such a

long-distance periodic arrangement of the internal structure indicates a rather complex

interaction between the monomer units, as a simple nearest-neighbor interaction model where

neighboring units may only exist in one of two states (bright or dark) would not account for the

observed periodicity, with a length approximately six time greater than the inter-molecular

separation. Three distinct distances for the separation between neighboring bright features can be

measured (labeled ExpL1 , ExpL2 , and ExpL3 in Figure 2d).

In order to gain understanding of the complex internal structure of the polymer chains,

Molecular Mechanics (MM) geometry optimization calculations as well as ESQC calculations

were performed. Various covalently bonded molecular architectures have been formed by on-

surface synthesis based on the Ullmann coupling in the last years15,16,22,36,39–45 and, due to the

presence of halogen substituents, this can also be expected in the present case. However, we find

that the dimensions of a polymer structure based upon covalently linked monomer units (4.6Å
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separation between neighboring dimethyl-aryl rings - determined by MM calculations) are

substantially smaller than the experimentally observed separation of 6.1±0.2Å between

neighboring monomers, indicating that the monomer units are not bound via a C-C covalent

bond. In addition, the corresponding calculated STM image for the covalently bonded chain

disagrees qualitatively with the experimental data, with the periodic appearance of pairs of bright

features not observed in the calculated images (see Supplementary Information Figures S4 and

S5 for an extended discussion). We find instead that a structural model in which the monomer

units are connected by metal-organic bonds is in very good agreement with our experimental

results. Figure 2e shows the MM geometry optimised structure for a linear chain consisting of

seven monomer units connected by metal-organic linkages, i.e. C-Au-C bonds. Similar

organometallic structures have previously been observed to exist as stable intermediates of the

Ullmann coupling reaction,48,49 and it is known that molecules deposited on Cu(111), Ag(111),

and Au(111) can form complexes incorporating surface adatoms.45,48–52 Wang et al.49

demonstrated that an Ullmann-type coupling reaction performed on the Cu(111) surface resulted

in the formation of a stable organometallic intermediate, with 4, 4’-dibromo-p-terphenyl reacting

to form a structure where the p-terphenyl molecules are connected via a C-Cu-C bridge. In the

system studied here, we propose that the steric repulsion between neighboring monomer units in

the organometallic intermediate hinders the reductive elimination step of the Ullmann coupling

reaction that results in the removal of the metallic atom and the covalent coupling of the adjacent

carbon atoms.

The Au adatoms which form part of the organometallic complex are provided by the Au(111)

surface. Au adatoms may potentially detach from the step edges, with the presence of iodine

atoms on the Au(111) surface likely to enhance the mobility of the Au step-edge atoms,47 leading
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to an increase in the number of mobile surface adatoms present at room temperature.

Alternatively, the herringbone reconstruction of the Au(111) surface (where 23 surface atoms are

compressed to fit the space of 22 bulk lattice sites46) has been shown to act as a source of Au

adatoms, with the release of the metal atoms from the surface reconstruction facilitated by the

adsorption of various chemical moieties,53 including; oxygen atoms,54 NO2,
55 Cl2,

56 and thiols.57

Adsorption of these molecules on the Au(111) surface gives rise, in all cases, to both a re-

ordering of the herringbone reconstruction and the formation of adsorbate structures containing

Au atoms. In the work performed by Maksymovych et al.57 alkane thiols were deposited on

Au(111), and the removal of Au atoms from the surface combined with the localized lifting of

the herringbone reconstruction was observed. The release of metal atoms from the surface

reconstruction provided a reservoir of Au adatoms which were incorporated in the S-Au-S bonds

observed within the organometallic structures formed on the surface.57 Of particular interest to

this work is the more general observation that the adsorption of electronegative elements, such as

the halogen chlorine,56 give rise to the release of gold atoms from the herringbone reconstruction

of the Au(111) surface, with the released atoms being incorporated into the adsorbate structure.53

In our experimental data we observe a lifting of the herringbone reconstruction in the vicinity of

the linear chains (shown in the STM image in Figure 2a – see also Supporting Information)

which is likely to be due to release of Au atoms from the surface, facilitated by the presence of

the electronegative I atoms detached from the I2TMTP molecules, and we therefore infer that Au

atoms released from the reconstruction via this mechanism are incorporated into the observed

organometallic chains.

In our proposed structure for the linear chains every I2TMTP monomer unit is activated (i.e.

the C-I bonds are dissociated) during annealing of the sample, resulting in activated 3,3'',5,5''-
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tetramethyl-1,1':4',1''-terphenyl (TMTP) species that allow each monomer to form two C-Au

bonds to gold adatoms. Due to the steric interaction between the methyl groups of neighboring

monomers within a chain, the terminal dimethyl-aryl rings of the TMTP monomers are forced to

adopt either a flat or tilted adsorption geometry (indicated in Figure 2e). The flat ring geometry

allows both of the methyl groups on the ring to be in contact with the Au(111) surface, while in

the tilted orientation one methyl group is in contact with the surface while the other is lifted off

the surface plane (colored red in Figure 2e). The calculations (Figure 2f) show that in STM

images the tilted aryl rings should give rise to bright features within the molecular chain, while

the flat rings should be imaged as darker features. This variation in molecular contrast is in

excellent agreement with the structures observed in the STM experiments, an example of which

is given in Figure 2g. In addition to the very good qualitative agreement between the images, the

dimensions of the MM calculated structure also agree well with the measured STM dimensions

(compare experimental, ExpL0 ,
ExpL1 ,

ExpL2 ,
ExpL3 to calculated, CalcL0 ,

CalcL1 ,
CalcL2 ,

CalcL3 , values in

Figures 2d and 2e). Of particular note is the distance between two neighboring tilted rings ( ExpL1 =

6.1±0.2Å, CalcL1 = 6.4Å), which is in agreement with metal-organic bonds but at variance with the

calculated value of 4.6Å for the covalently linked model. The calculated MM structure for 2-unit

chains (see Figure S6) shows that the linking Au adatom is positioned 2.43Å above the (111)

surface plane, similar to the distance between two gold (111) planes in the bulk (2.46 Å), and in

the approximate position expected for an Au adatom adsorbed at a three-fold hollow site. For the

7-unit chain shown in Figure 2e the registry with the surface is such that not all of linking Au

atoms are able to occupy three-fold hollow sites on the surface, and hence some atoms are forced

to adopt other positions. The average C-Au-C angle is found to be ~ 165°, and the C-Au bond

length is found to be 2.14 Å. The central aryl rings of each monomer lie 2.8 Å from the surface.
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The structure is stable in this intermediate state due to the substantial barrier for obtaining the

covalently coupled reaction product, attributed to the steric repulsion between dimethyl-aryl

rings.

The occurrence of such a complex yet periodic structure is not a priori obvious. One might

expect a structure with “all flat” or “all tilted” rings to be energetically favored or that the energy

landscape for the structure possesses a variety of minima that result in non-periodic structures

(i.e. random mixtures of flat and tilted adsorption geometries) along the chain. The MM

calculations show that “all flat” or “all tilted” structures are not energetically favorable; due to

steric repulsion between neighboring rings in the case of “all flat” structures, and the energy cost

of lifting aryl rings away from the surface in the case of “all tilted” structures (see

Supplementary Information). The structure obtained by modeling a molecular chain of seven

monomer units (Figure 2e-f) is potentially one of many energetically quasi-degenerate structures

and as such it is not possible to definitively identify it as the ground state geometry (see

Supplementary Information for full discussion). However, the experimental finding that linear

structures with the periodic arrangement of lobes along the chain are the dominant feature

present on the surface suggests, together with the exceptional agreement between the ESQC

calculated STM image and the experimental data, that the calculated structure is the energetically

most stable one.

It should be noted that the gold adatoms between two organic units are not visible in either the

experimental or calculated STM images. As the distance between the monomer units is small, the

STM signal of the metallic adatom is overshadowed by the signal of the rather large organic

species. Such a finding has been previously observed for Ni adatoms incorporated within self-

assembled PTCDI molecular structures on Au(111),58 and Cu adatoms linking porphyrin
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compounds on Au(111).45 It is however important to note (and in agreement with the explanation

above) that gold atoms linked to isolated monomers, i.e. not within the organometallic linkage,

can be identified (see below), similar to metallic adatoms at the termini of molecular chains.58

Via the combination of STM measurements, MM calculations, and ESQC calculated images

we are able to identify the adsorption geometry of individual monomers within the linear

organometallic chains which give rise to the periodic arrangement of bright features along the

polymers. We therefore observe three levels of ordering: (1) The adsorption geometry of the

individual monomer units within the chain (being flat or tilted). (2) The conformational ordering

of the chains (i.e. the periodic arrangement of monomer geometries). (3) The large-scale shape of

the chain (straight and curved chains). In the following sections we shall discuss the interaction

between the conformational ordering of the chains and their large-scale structure.

An interesting question is whether the shape of the polymer chains can be influenced by lateral

manipulation with the STM tip. It has been shown in the last two decades by various groups that

the lateral motion of the STM tip along a given pathway, either at constant tunneling current or at

constant tip height,2,3 can induce controlled changes to single molecules in terms of their

adsorption site and geometry.9–12 Figure 3a shows STM images acquired before and after the

lateral manipulation of a short chain. It can clearly be seen that the shape of the chain is modified

by the STM tip. The shape of the manipulated chain has changed from a straight to a curved

geometry, similar to other cases.16,50 Here, the conformational structure of the chain is also

modified, which is evident from the change in position of the bright features (tilted aryl rings)

after bending. The majority of the bright features are now on the inside of the curved polymer,

whereas before manipulation the bright features followed the periodic structure described above
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for the linear chain (out of 156 manipulation attempts 40 were successful, and all of these

resulted in the bright features being arranged on the inside of the curved structure).

Figure 3. (a) STM images before and after the constant-height lateral manipulation of a TMTP chain,

transition from a linear to a curved geometry is observed: The red arrow shows the path of the tip during

the lateral manipulation (Imaging conditions: Vtip-bias= -100 mV, Itunnel= 100 pA. Manipulation conditions:

Vtip-bias= -100mV, Iset-point= 80nA). (b) Schematic of the structure of a curved TMTP chain with the

separation between the bright features (
ExpC1 ) and the separation between monomer units (

ExpC2 )

indicated. (c) A series of STM images taken during a constant-current manipulation experiment. The

linear chain is laterally manipulated to produce a curved structure, with the red arrows showing the path

of the tip during the manipulation. The red cross indicates the position from which two monomers have

been detached. Imaging conditions: Vtip-bias= +500 mV, Itunnel= 300 pA. Manipulation conditions: First

manipulation step (red arrow in left STM image) - Vtip-bias= +10mV, Iset-point= 8nA, and Second manipulation

step (red arrow in central STM image)- Vtip-bias= +10mV, Iset-point= 14nA. (d) STM image showing a close-up

of a monomer unit detached during the lateral manipulation shown in (c) (Imaging conditions: Vtip-bias= +50

mV, Itunnel= 300 pA. (e) STM images taken before and after a constant-current lateral manipulation. The

red arrow shows the path of the tip during the lateral manipulation (Imaging conditions: Vtip-bias= +100 mV,

Itunnel= 200 pA. Manipulation conditions: Vtip-bias= +10mV, Iset-point= 14nA).
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The apparent heights of the bright and dark features are 2.5±0.2Å and 1.5±0.1Å, respectively,

which is in excellent agreement with the values for the linear chains. This finding indicates that

the origin of the bright and dark features, i.e. tilted and flat dimethyl-aryl rings, is the same for

both the linear and curved chains. The dimensions of the curved chain are shown in Figure 3b,

with the distance between the tilted rings ( ExpC1 ) to be 6.1±0.4Å, in good agreement with the

separation between neighboring bright features in the pairs of bright features observed within

linear chains ( ExpL1 , 6.1±0.2Å). The separation between the centers of neighboring monomer

units ( ExpC2 ) is found to be 7.3±0.4Å.

Figure 3c shows a second example of the lateral manipulation of a linear chain, performed in

two steps. The STM images show the structure of the chain before and after the lateral

manipulation procedure. After the initial manipulation to produce a curved structure, one of the

bright features has changed position from the bottom edge of the chain to the inside of the curve

of the chain. It should also be noted that two monomer units have been detached (indicated by a

red cross in Figure 3c) from the chain during manipulation, demonstrating the relatively fragile

nature of the metal-organic bonding between the monomer units. The detachment of these

monomer units gives further credence to the proposed model of the metal-organic linkages

between the monomers,50 as the manipulation of a covalently bonded chain via lateral

manipulation would result in the displacement of the complete chain over the surface without

any dissociation.16 The flexibility and fragility of the chains is further demonstrated in the second

step of the manipulation in Figure 3c where the chain is manipulated to induce a structure with

an even smaller radius of curvature. In this case a single monomer unit is detached from the

chain during the manipulation and is visible in the final STM image (Figure 3c, close-up of

detached monomer in Figure 3d). It is therefore difficult to repeatedly manipulate the chains
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without fragmentation, due to the fragile nature of the metal-organic bonding. The detached

monomer unit has a structure very similar to that observed for the intact molecules deposited

onto a cold Au(111) surface (Figure 1). The length of the detached monomer (~18Å) is in

reasonable agreement with that for the intact monomers; the main difference is the absence of the

bright protrusions corresponding to the iodine atoms, which are obviously not present in the case

of the detached monomer. ESQC calculations show that the features on the sides of the detached

monomer may be attributed to the Au adatoms that form part of the chain structure (see

Supplementary Information). The structure of the chain in Figure 3c, after the second lateral

manipulation, is now highly curved at the left hand side with four bright features (each

corresponding to a tilted aryl ring) being on the inside-curve of the chain. The overall structure is

qualitatively similar to the curved structure seen in Figure 3a. Such manipulation events from

linear to curved chain structures are highly reproducible. The change from a curved to a straight

structure can also be studied; either starting with a ‘native’ curved chain, i.e. not produced by

manipulation (such as in Figure 3e), or with manipulated chains. Interestingly, it turns out that a

characteristic periodic structure of bright features seen for the linear chain can be regained

(Figure 3e – 6 out of 21 attempts were successful). The linear structure possesses a periodic

arrangement of bright features similar to that observed for the native (non-manipulated) linear

chains, in agreement with our assignment that this is the energetically favored structure.

The structure of the curved chain (shown in Figure 4a) was modeled in the calculations at a

temperature of 5K, similar to the temperatures during the STM experiments (around 6K). In

these “steered MD simulations” an additional force acting upon the central aryl ring of the

monomer unit at one end of the chain, in a direction perpendicular to the backbone of the

molecular chain (and parallel to the surface), is applied, while the monomer at the other end of
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the oligomer is kept fixed. The applied force results in a bending of the molecular chain as the

MD simulation evolves (see Supplementary Information). The optimised structure for the curved

chain (Figure 4a) clearly shows that on the outside of the chain all of the dimethyl-aryl rings are

in the flat orientation.

Figure 4. (a) Molecular mechanics calculated structure for the curved TMTP chain. (b) ESQC calculated

STM image showing a curved TMTP chain. (c) STM image of a curved TMTP chain produced via lateral

manipulation (Vtip-bias= -100 mV, Itunnel= 100 pA).

On the inside all dimethy-aryl rings are tilted by an angle (θtilt) of 40o relative to the surface

plane to reduce the steric hindrance between the neighboring rings. In the calculated image

(Figure 4b) the tilted rings are the brightest features, and the flat lying rings appear darker. The

validity of the model is demonstrated by the striking agreement between the calculated STM
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image and the experimentally acquired data (in Figs.4b-c). The experimentally measured

dimensions of the curved chain are also in reasonable agreement with the calculated dimensions

(compare Figures 4a and 3b). Therefore, in both cases (i.e. straight and curved chains) we may

attribute the bright features to tilted dimethyl-aryl rings.

The MM calculations predict the curved structure (for a 7-unit oligomer) to be less stable (by

0.64 eV) than the linear structure, which is in agreement with the experimental observation that

the majority (>90%) of the organometallic material assembled into chains on the surface is in a

linear geometry. Constrained minimization and nudged elastic band calculations (for a 7-unit

oligomer, see Supplementary Information) were performed to obtain the energy barrier for

transition between the linear and curved chains, with an activation barrier of 0.8eV from linear to

curved. This relatively large barrier for the transition accounts for the fact that no chains are

observed to change from linear to curved structures during the STM measurements, without

undergoing lateral manipulation, due to the low thermal energy available at the low temperatures

at which the experiments were conducted. Similarly, the low temperature of the

molecule/substrate system stabilizes the energetically unfavorable curved chain structures

produced by lateral manipulation.

The relationship between the large-scale shape of the chains (straight or curved) and the

conformational structure of the chain (arrangement of bright features within the chain – related to

the adsorption geometry of the monomers) can be understood in terms of a simple geometric

model. For a self-assembled linear chain a periodic arrangement for the adsorption geometries of

the monomer units is adopted, with subsequent lateral manipulation of the chain giving rise to a

curved shape (due to the flexibility of the molecular chain). The dimethyl-aryl rings on the

outside of the curved structure are free to rotate and are able to lie flat on the metal surface (to
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maximize their interaction with the metal surface), giving rise to the dark features in the STM

images. In contrast, the dimethyl-aryl rings on the inside of the curved chain are in close

proximity to the neighboring rings and therefore interact strongly via steric repulsion. This

interaction forces the rings on the inside of the chain to be tilted relative to the surface plane,

resulting in the pattern of bright features observed in the STM images which is characteristic for

the conformational structure of the curved chains.

In addition to lateral manipulation, it is also possible to interact with the polymer structures via

vertical manipulation, i.e. approaching the tip perpendicular to the surface at a fixed lateral

position.11 The vertical manipulation of a bright feature within a linear TMTP chain is shown in

Figures 5a-b. The STM images show a linear chain before and after vertical manipulation over a

bright feature (the position of the tip approach over the chain is indicated by a red cross). The

STM images before and afterwards show no change to the overall structure of the chain or to the

conformation of the monomer. However, it is possible to gain information on the process during

the vertical manipulation by analyzing the measured current as a function of the STM tip

position in real time (I(z) trace in Figure 5b). The black line shows the measured current during

the tip approach, with the initial slope of the curve revealing the expected exponential

dependence of the tunneling current on the tip position. After approaching about 2 Å towards the

surface from the initial set-point the gradient of the curve decreases, giving rise to a plateau

region (arrow 1 in Figure 5b). Such a feature is indicative of a repulsive interaction between the

tip and the underlying molecule where the molecule is pushed away from the tip, thus

maintaining the same current.11,12 In the present case, where the bright feature corresponds to a

tilted dimethyl-aryl ring, we attribute this plateau in the I(z)curve to the tilted aryl ring being

pushed towards the surface, equivalent to previous work by Moresco et al..12 Many such
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measurements (over 70) were performed for different bright features along the linear chains (Vtip-

bias= 50mV, Iset-point= 300pA), all exhibiting the same plateau at around -2 Å. In the final part of

the I(z) graph (at -3Å, indicated by arrow 2) there is a sudden increase in the measured current

(up to the point of saturating the pre-amplifier of the STM experiment), characteristic of the tip

being in close contact with the molecule.

Figure 5. (a,c,e) STM images acquired before and after I(Z) spectroscopy (Imaging and spectroscopy

conditions: Vtip-bias= +50 mV, Itunnel= 300 pA). The location of the tip-approach is indicated by a red cross.

(b,d,f) Graphs showing the I(Z) data acquired from (a), (b), and (c) respectively.

The I(z) measurement for the subsequent tip retraction (red line in Figure 5b) shows a sudden

change in the tunneling current at -2.5 Å with the slope showing the expected exponential

dependence for tunneling through vacuum. In various vertical manipulation experiments where

the tip was approached between 2.5-3.8Å towards the surface from the set-point, the approach
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and retract curves follow the same path. However, no change in the structure of the linear chain

was observed in the subsequent image. This implies an important observation: Although the

position of the dimethyl-aryl ring was altered during the tip approach, the monomer unit returns

to the same conformation during the tip retraction, demonstrating the stability of the periodic

structure.

The same vertical manipulation procedure was performed over the dark features (flat aryl

rings) along the length of the linear chains (shown in Figures 5c-d). The expected exponential

increase in the through-vacuum tunneling was observed during the approach towards the

molecule with a sudden increase in the measured current at around -2Å. The I(z) traces show that

both the approach and retraction curves have a sudden change in the measured current at around

-2Å, similar to ‘jump to contact’ features previously observed,59 indicating that the tip interacts

strongly with the molecule at distances closer than -2Å. The increase in current may be attributed

to a change of molecular geometry within the tip-surface junction, with the ‘jump to contact’

feature potentially being related to the flat aryl ring moving away from the surface (either by

translation or rotation) to connect with the tip; hence providing an additional transport channel

and giving rise to an increase in the measured current.12 Upon retraction of the tip through-

vacuum tunneling is resumed with no change being observed in the structure of the chain in the

subsequent STM image acquired after vertical manipulation.

In a minority of cases (about 10%) the vertical manipulation of a tilted dimethyl-aryl ring

(bright feature) results in a more dramatic change of the structure of the linear chains. Examples

where a linear chain is broken into two sections have been observed, and it is possible for the

manipulation to induce a large-scale alteration of the molecular chain. One such interesting case

is illustrated in Figures 5e-f where the vertical manipulation of one of the bright features within a
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linear chain results in the geometry of the chain switching from a linear to curved structure. The

approach and retraction curves in Figure 5f show a very different form to that observed in Figure

5b, with the retraction curve in particular being substantially different to the approach curve. As

is observed for all approaches above the bright features, the current trace exhibits a plateau

around -2 Å, but in this case the curve is more complex and the retraction curve does not return

to the original value of the current at the set-point (in agreement with the molecular changes).

One possible explanation for this is that by changing the adsorption geometry of the dimethyl-

aryl group beneath the tip from tilted to flat the internal energy of the structure has been

increased due to the steric interactions between neighboring flat groups. In order to reduce the

steric interactions, the shape of the chain may be forced to change from linear to curved, thus

lowering the total energy of the structure. While the argument is consistent with our simple

geometric model of the system there is a second option which cannot be disregarded: the whole

chain could be picked up by the tip during the manipulation and then dropped in a new curved

structure. Due to the low occurrence of these rather large changes on an individual chain

structure, a detailed analysis remains difficult.

The data obtained from the combination of STM imaging, vertical and lateral manipulation

with the STM tip, and DFT, MM, and ESQC calculations discussed above demonstrate the link

between the shape of the chain and its conformational structure. In summary: (1) More than 90%

of the chain material observed on the surface after annealing is found to be in a linear geometry,

all of which exhibits the periodic arrangement of bright features which is the signature of the

conformational structure of the linear chains. (2) Of the 156 lateral manipulation attempts

performed upon the linear chains 40 were successful in producing curved structures (all of which

exhibited the same regular arrangement of bright features on the inside curve of the chain –
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characteristic of the conformational structure for curved chains). (3) The lateral manipulation of

a curved structure to a linear one results in the conformational structure returning to that which is

characteristic for all linear chains. (4) The vertical manipulation of the adsorption geometry of a

monomer unit within a linear chain (i.e. changing the conformational structure of the chain) is

shown to result in a corresponding change of the shape of the chain from linear to curved.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible to construct organometallic molecular

chains via an on-surface synthesis process utilizing I2TMTP molecules deposited on the Au(111)

surface. The linear chains formed from a combination of TMTP monomers and gold adatoms

have a highly periodic conformational structure over rather long distances, with pairs of bright

features alternating along either side of the linear chain. A combination of STM experiments and

calculations facilitates the identification of the bright and dark features within the chain as

dimethyl-aryl rings of the monomer units either in tilted or flat adsorption geometries,

respectively. The relationship between the adsorption geometries of the individual monomer

units, the conformation of the chain, and the shape of the chains (linear or curved) is

demonstrated by a series of lateral and vertical manipulation experiments. Changing the structure

of a chain from linear to curved results in a corresponding transformation in the conformation of

the chain, where the tilted dimethyl-aryl rings are all situated on the inside of the curved chain as

opposed to the alternating structure observed for the linear chains. This finding demonstrates

interdependence between the conformational structure and the large-scale geometry of the

polymer. Vertical manipulation experiments reveal the intramolecular stability, but also the

energetic preference of the characteristic large-scale structure of the polymer chain.
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